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THROUGH CLOUD TO THE RHINELAND

It was only at a comparatively late hour in the evening that it was

finally decided to carry out the attack on objectives in the Rhineland,
including the chemical works at Leverkusen,

There was scattered cloud along the route, which thickened when the

bombers were on their last lap. The cloud over the target protected our

aircraft from the ground defences, and all that the enemy guns could do

was to put up a blind barrage. Although it was too dark to observe the

full results of the raid, the clouds were seen glowing from the light of the

fires underneath, and soon after the attack had begun there was a great

explosion, which reflected on the clouds for several seconds.

"We had just bombed," the rear-gunner of a Halifax said, "and hadn't even

closed the bomb doors when it happened. We could see the flash through the

doors spread out oven beyond the patch of cloud over the target. It lit up
the rim of it as far as we could see,"

It was on the way back that the night fighters had their chance, A half

moon had risen, and this helped the German pilots to find our aircraft. There

were several combats, and one Lancaster had three separate encounters within

a few minutes. The first enemy aircraft was seen by the pilot. Sergeant H,A..
Litherland, of Withington, Manchester, who shouted over the inter comm, "fighter
ahead!", The fighter turned out to be a Ju. 88 and for a short time it hovered

near the Lancaster without attacking. Then the rear-gunner, Sergeant D.G. Brown

of Toronto, saw it coming up astern on the port side, "I started firing when it

was about 500 yards away," he said, "and kept on while it was overhauling us.

The fighter replied end I could see its tracer going overhead, I was still

firing when it suddenly broke off the combat and dived away. It hardly

disappeared when I saw tracer passing the starboard wing, and as I swung the

turret round like mad, I heard our mid-upper gunner open fire. It was another

Junkers, and I got in a good burst before it broke away, and passed underneath

us,"

As Sergeant Litherland turned away from this fighter, he saw another enemy

aircraft coming in towards the port bow. It opened fire and was only 100 yards

away when the bomb aimer, Sergeant M. Hartley, of Sutton-in-Ashfield,

Nottinghamshire, replied with a five second burst and saw his bullets hit the

fighter between the starboard engine and the fuselage, "I could hardly miss,"

Sergeant Hartley said, "but the fighter broke away so quickly that I couldn't

see what damage I’d done,"

The mid-upper and rear-gunners of a. Halifax shared in the destruction

of a Ju,88, They opened fire together and the Junkers was on fire almost at

once. The fire grew as it dived away, and the crews saw it hit the ground and

explode.

The rear—gunner of a Lancaster in a Royal Canadian Air Force squadron shot

down an Me, 110, The navigator first saw the fighter when it was attacking

two Halifaxes, one after the other. "The fighter was evidently getting the worst

of it," he said, "and I saw it break away. It then came right underneath us,

it was so close that I felt as if I could have kicked it. Our rear-gunner waited

a second or two to get it in his sight. He then gave it a hell of a burst

and down it went in flames. We saw it explode as it hit the. ground,"


